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Chapter One: Introduction to IU Foundation and PKU Education Foundation 
Today, few would question the importance of higher education as a way for effecting 
global changes and improving society and humanity. With the development of university 
foundations, there is growing appreciation for the unique and potential roles of both the 
nonprofit sector and private giving. Over the past decades, in the United States, university 
foundations have become important partners in responding to opportunities and 
challenges confronted by higher education institutions. In China, university foundations 
also emerged and participated in the advancement of higher education. University 
foundations, as philanthropic organizations, are acting as an important channel for raising 
philanthropic funds for the field. They provide an essential financial backup to ensure 
educational quality and opportunity, an investment in the future of an individual, a family, 
a nation and even the world. Indiana University Foundation (IUF) and Peking University 
Education Foundation (PKUEF), two models of public universities in the United States 
and China, will be studied from a comparative perspective.  
 
Indiana University and Indiana University Foundation 
IU is one of the earliest public universities established by a state. Indiana state 
government founded Indiana University in 1820 as the State Seminary, four years after 
Indiana was admitted to the Union as the nineteenth state and changing the name to 
Indiana University in 1838. The public-private partnership at IU has existed since its 
foundation. In 1854, the first College building was destroyed by fire, and alumni helped 
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to rebuild it. In 1883, following a fire at Seminary Square, citizens of Monroe County 
pledged $50,000 to the University (Chronology of IU History). 
Indiana University was and continues to be the largest university in Indiana. With 
more than 99,000 students on eight campuses across the state, Indiana University touches 
the lives of Hoosiers in the mid west of America. Indiana University consists of two core 
campuses: Bloomington (IUB) and Indianapolis (IUPUI), and another six campuses: Fort 
Wayne, Gary, Kokomo, New Albany, Richmond and South Bend. Bloomington enjoys 
the longest history, providing 332 degree programs and 130 majors for 30,394 
undergraduate and 7,672 graduate students. Located in the capital city of Indiana, Indiana 
University-Purdue University Indianapolis（IUPUI）enrolls around 28,000 graduate and 
undergraduate students representing all 50 states and 122 countries (IU Factbook 
2007-2008, n.d.).   
The Indiana University Foundation was established in 1936, as one of the earliest 
university foundations in United States. The mission for IUF is to collect social resources, 
accept and manage gifts in support of the University, and provide administrative and 
stewardship services. Designated as the University's central fundraising agency, the 
Foundation partners with and serves all IU campuses.  
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Development of IUF. 
The development of IUF can be generally divided into three stages.  
1. Beginning of Public-Private Partnership (1936-1952) 
The first stage began with the establishment of IUF and marked the beginning of 
public-private partnership from 1936 to 1952. The founders of the Indiana University 
Foundation cherished the dream of ensuring educational quality and opportunity which is 
the mission of democracy. The success of the Memorial Fund Drive in 1922 made clear 
the need for private-sector funding to realize this dream. The celebration of the 100
th
 
anniversary of IU provided a golden opportunity for the development of IUF. The IU 
Foundation started with a $5,000 gift from George A. Ball of Ball Corporation in Muncie, 
Indiana. John Bradford donated 900 acres of family land to IU in 1938 (by 1956, the 
Bradford Woods recreational area had been enlarged to 2,300 acres), a great historical 
contribution to the development space of the University. Now it is serving all campuses 
of Indiana University and enhancing education for Hoosiers. 
2. Steady Development (1952-1987) 
IUF enjoyed steady progress in raising private support and preserving a sound 
tradition during this period. Strong leadership is always one essential element for its 
development. IUF was mainly led by William S. Armstrong, who had been Executive 
Director and President of the IU Foundation for 31 years from 1952 to 1983. As 
fundraiser and Athletic Department consultant, Armstrong aided IU Athletics in many 
significant ways, such as for soccer and the Little 500 bicycle race. Noted for his 
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outreach and for connecting alumni and friends with IU, Armstrong made a remarkable 
contribution to the expansion of the University’s development program. By the 1950s, the 
IU Foundation was recognized nationally for its success. 
The 150
th 
anniversary of IU in 1970 presents another golden opportunity for the 
development of IUF. In 1960-1970s, the university had great development with a broad 
range of educational and research programs and levels of quality comparable to the finest 
private institutions. IUF undertook the first comprehensive campaign, namely the 150th 
Birthday Fund. This campaign exceeded its initial goal of $25 million by more than 100 
percent, raising $51.2 million.  
In 1960, the Lilly Library at Bloomington was completed. The Library, named after 
the most well-known private philanthropist in Indiana, became a permanent mark for the 
long-term partnership between IU and the Lilly Foundation. Special efforts were made to 
organize and steward annual fundraising at several schools at IU, greatly promoting 
program development at the school level. In addition to government support, the 
Foundation also created specialized programs to attract private-sector funds. For example 
the President’s Circle for lifetime donors of $100,000 or more, the Well House Society to 
promote unrestricted giving, the Arbutus Society for planned gift donors, the Parents’ 
Fund, reunion giving, and corporate and foundation programs, to name a few. As the 
mission and role of public universities have expanded, so have their financial needs. 
IUF maintained steady development in the 1960s, 1970s and the first half of 1980s. 
By 1965, IUF was raising more than $1 million a year. In 1974, when IUF moved into 
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Showalter House, its annual contributions totaled $8 million, eight times that of 1965 
(Rededicates Its Home, 2000). In 1985, IUF concluded the calendar year with $26.17 
million in private gifts. With such accomplishments, IUF became a leading institution 
among public universities in America in fundraising.  
3. Higher Goal Campaigns (1986-Present) 
The number and size of university foundations in America had a large increase over 
the past two decades. They achieved remarkable performance and continuously perfected 
fundraising practices and techniques. The adoption of campaigns greatly enhanced the 
professional level of fundraising. And campaign goals have been raised again and again.  
The Campaign for Indiana University was conducted from 1985 through 1989 and 
raised $316.1 million for IU. It changed the Foundation from a small organization that 
conducted annual campaigns into a multi-dimensional organization handling complex, 
comprehensive campaigns, major gifts, planned gifts, annual fund campaigns, and a 
growing endowment, as well as providing all the attendant services that support a 
successful fundraising and investment program.  
IU set a record for fundraising during its campaigns in 2004. In the first $1 billion 
campaign, the IUPUI campus raised more than $1 billion in its Campaign for IUPUI, 
which concluded in 2004. The IUPUI campaign was the first campaign with a goal of $1 
billion to be completed by a public university in Indiana. 
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Figure 1. Private Gifts to IU/IUF 1982-2007 
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Source: IUF Internal Gift Data 
Figure 1 shows the consistent growth in private support to IU/IUF since 1980s, from 
$35 million / 60,000 donors in 1982 to over $250 million / 100,000 donors annually in 
the eight-year period of 2000-2007. The highest annual private giving to IU is $278.5 
million in 2007. With a record $408.6 million in Total Voluntary Support Indiana 
University ranked second in the Big Ten
1
, third among public universities, and 11th 
among all colleges and universities in the nation in the amount of support it received 
from the private sector in fiscal 2008 (IU Ranks 11th, 2009). 
 
 
                                                 
1
 Big Ten refers to the association of eleven representative public universities in Midwestern United States:  
Indiana University, Michigan State University, Northwestern University, Ohio State University, Penn State 
University, Purdue University, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of Iowa, University 
of Michigan, University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, Madison.  
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Contribution of IUF. 
The fundraising efforts of IUF have made great contributions to IU. IUF is organized 
as a not-for-profit corporation under the laws of the State of Indiana for the exclusive 
purpose of supporting the university by receiving, holding, investing, and administering 
property and making expenditures to or for the benefit of the university.  
A general picture of the revenues of IU helps us see the importance of gifts in the 
university’s budget. The revenues of IU are classified as either operating or 
non-operating: Operating revenues result from exchange transactions, such as student 
tuition and fees (net of scholarship discounts and allowances), government and other 
grants and contracts, and sales and services of auxiliary enterprises; non-operating 
revenues include those derived from non-exchange transactions such as gifts. Other 
non-operating revenues include significant revenue sources that are relied upon for 
operations, such as state appropriations and investment income. Obviously, private 
funding is an important source of non-operating revenues. Annual major capital projects 
and gifts of capital, including the endowment management return are significant in recent 
years. Endowment funds are not included in the IU operating budget, because the 
principal of endowment funds cannot be expended and must remain intact in perpetuity. 
Therefore it is not an operating budget component. The interest income earned on the 
principal amount can be budgeted in the fund groups. 
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Table 1. IU Budgeted Sources of Funds in 2007 
Sources of Funds Percentage 
State appropriations 21% 
Student tuition and fees 28% 
Grants and contracts 20% 
Auxiliary enterprises and Other operating revenues 24% 
Gifts and Investment income 6% 
Others 1% 
To meet the growing needs in annual expenses, IU increased total revenues to $2.45 
billion in 2007, an increase of 7.3% compared to 2006. State appropriations, the largest 
single source of non-operating revenues for the university, were $530.6 million in 2005 
and decreased to $527.7 million in 2007. The proportion of state appropriations in total 
revenues dropped to 21% in 2007. Gifts and grants rose 18% from $60.4 million in 2006 
to $71.4 million in 2007.  
Mature programs and a fundraising system enable IUF to attract support from 
individuals, corporations and foundations, mostly for donor-restricted purposes. For 
instance, the 2008 IU Foundation Annual Report shows that, a big portion, about 40%, is 
for students’ aid and scholarships, the second largest part is for the property, buildings, 
and equipment, 21%, and the third largest amount, is about 20% for the other restricted 
purposes as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Purposes of Private Giving for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2008 
  Purposes of Private Giving Amount($ millions) Percent 
1 Student Financial Aid 99.0 40.0 
2 Property, Buildings, and Equipment 52.6 21.0 
3 Other Restricted Purposes 50.9 20.0 
4 Academic Divisions 23.4 9.0 
5 Faculty and Staff Compensation 10.1 4.0 
6 Research 7.5 2.8 
7 Unrestricted 3.7 1.5 
8 Library 2.3 0.9 
9 Others  1.9 0.8 
  Total 251.4 100.0 
 
Source: IU Foundation Annual Report 2008 
Campaigns are critical to increasing of accessibility of IU for students from low-and 
moderate-income families and sustaining IU’s competitiveness to attract and retain 
qualified graduate students and top faculty members. For example, more than $300 
million of contributions and gifts raised so far in the Matching the Promise Campaign are 
being used for scholarships and fellowships at IU Bloomington. “Endowments created 
through the Matching the Promise Campaign double the impact of a donor's already 
generous gift”, said Jacobs School Dean Gwyn Richards, “These endowments strengthen 
our school and allow us to put Indiana University education within reach of many 
talented and deserving students.” (IU's Matching the Promise campaign, 2008). 
Endowments help the University to sustain its preeminence on many fronts. For example, 
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the scholarship endowments are helping to keep IU accessible to all Hoosiers, to attract 
and retain the brightest and most motivated students. In December 1, 2005, news reports 
a $15 million gift from a loyal alumnus who was enrolled at IU Bloomington in the fall 
of 1939, and a record-setting $70 million gift from an anonymous donor, bringing total 
giving for scholarships in the past 12 months to $155 million.
2
  
 
Summary. 
Over the past seven decades, IUF has become a national leader among foundations 
and development programs in partnership with a leading institution of higher education. 
A sound private-public partnership has evolved during the development of IU. In the last 
two decades from 1985-2001, state appropriation has decreased in percentage compared 
to student fees.
3
 Faced with the decreasing government appropriations and increasing 
financial needs of the university, IUF has made enormous contributions to the 
development of the university through attracting private resources in support of higher 
education.  
 
Peking University and Peking University Education Foundation 
Compared to their American counterparts, Chinese university foundations started 
only a decade ago. Established in 1995, Peking University Education Foundation 
                                                 
2
 http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news/page/normal/1733.html 
3
 Indiana University Factbook, State Appropriation and Student Fee Income Over Time; Indiana University, 
Financial Report 2006-07. Appropriation as a percentage of total fees and appropriation was 68% in 
1985-86, decreasing to 53% in 2000-01.   
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(PKUEF) is one of the earliest university foundations founded in China. The short period 
from 1995 to present witnessed rapid increases in gifts received annually by PKUEF and 
the expansion of the foundation’s fundraising capacity. 
 
PKU within the context of Reform and Opening-up of China. 
1. PKU History 
The founding and development of PKUEF is closely linked to the long history and 
special position of Peking University (PKU). Established in 1898, PKU is the first 
comprehensive and national university in Chinese modern history as well as the first 
Chinese university in the true sense of modern. The University was originally named 
“Imperial University of Peking”. At the time of its founding, PKU was not only the most 
preeminent university but also an education administrative unit at the highest level in 
China. After the Reform Movement of 1898
4
 failed, all new policies and administrative 
measures were abolished except the university. Cai Yuanpei became PKU President in 
1917, a milestone in the University’s history. Embracing an educational philosophy based 
on democracy and science, PKU has become one of the most prominent higher education 
institutions in China, producing numerous masters in all fields.  
The development of Peking University has always been associated with the progress 
of the nation since 1898. PKU has become a center for teaching and research, embracing 
                                                 
4
 Reform Movement of 1898 refers to a short-lived movement (Weixin Yundong) of 103 days led by Kang 
Youwei and Liang Qichao that tried to win the support of the Guangxu Emperor. State examinations, 
administration, state budget, ministries, education, jurisdiction, and military are fields they tried to develop.  
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diverse branches of learning such as basic and applied sciences, social sciences and the 
humanities, and sciences of medicine, management, and education.  
2. PKU - the Most Preeminent University in China 
PKU enrolls the best and brightest of a country with the largest population in the 
world. According to the regulations of the Ministry of Education, every high school 
graduate students takes the national College Entrance Examination (CEE). Admission to 
colleges depends on their scores on the exam. There were 10.5 million students registered 
for the exam in 2008. Only the very best of 3,500 were enrolled into PKU. 
Currently, PKU enrolls over 14,000 undergraduates, around 10,000 postgraduates and 
about 5,000 Ph.D. candidates within 41 schools and departments, including the Medical 
Department, 271 institutes and centers, 13 national laboratories and two state-level 
engineering research centers.  
PKU is the most international university in China. Its superior location in the nation’s 
capitol presented PKU with many advantages, particularly in promoting exchanges 
between China and the world. PKU has established exchange relationship with 240 
universities from over 50 countries and regions. The number of its international exchange 
programs ranks the top in the country. Every year about 30-40 presidents of world’s 
leading universities attend and make high-level exchanges in the Beijing Forum 
sponsored by PKU. Over 140 international academic conferences have been held; over 
1,700 scholars at PKU have gone abroad for visiting, education and research exchanges, 
and international conferences; and PKU received over 1,200 international experts. It is 
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frequently visited by Nobel Prize winners, presidents of world leading universities, and 
foreign officials. PKU enjoys a high academic reputation at home and abroad. The 
number of applications from international students also ranks the highest in China. 
Table 3. Sources of Revenues of Peking University from 1994-1998 
Sources Amount in RMB Yuan Million Percentage 
Government funding 1066 36.64 
Tuition and others   766 26.33 
Research Grants  520 17.88 
Gifts   334 11.49 
Affiliated Corporations  153  5.26 
Tuition from Overseas Students   70  2.41 
Total  2909 100 
Source: Chen, 2006 
Before the middle of 1980s, the revenue of PKU was completely from government 
appropriations. Since the second half of 1980s, the university was given partial autonomy. 
The proportion of the state appropriation in the university’s total revenue has been 
decreasing each year. The sources of the university have become more and more 
diversified. The top six sources of revenues for Peking University include the 
government, tuition fees, research grants, charitable contributions, and earnings from the 
affiliated corporations of the University. Now, about one third of the university’s 
operating funds are from state appropriations as shown in Table 3. This financial 
information about Peking University, released by Chen, Xuefei in 2006 is the only 
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available published information about university finance in China. While the government 
remains the biggest sponsor, its percentage has dropped to only 36.64%. Other social 
forces have been more actively involved.  
PKU receives key supplemental support from the state. On the occasion of its 100th 
anniversary celebration, the former Chinese President Jiang Zemin delivered a speech in 
which he announced the goal of building PKU into a world-class university in the 21
st
 
century. To accomplish the goal, PKU has received special support from the state over 
the past decade and the total annual appropriation for PKU is RMB 300 million. Apart 
from continuing government appropriations, PKU received special grants from the 
government. For example, PKU received a grant of RMB 125 million from Project 
“211”5 and RMB 1.8 billion from Project “985”6. Special grants for student stipends 
received by PKU since 2007 reached RMB 4 million. Although limited in social 
resources as a developing country, China has strived to concentrate its financial power to 
support the development of the leading universities. The goal of building world-class 
universities conforms to the plans for national strategic development. 
 
 
 
                                                 
5
 The Chinese government’s new endeavor aimed at strengthening about 100 institutions of higher 
education and key disciplinary areas as a national priority for the 21
st
 century. 
6
 A project initiated in May 1998 by the Ministry of Education aimed at building world-leading universities 
in China; subsequently, several top universities received special three-year grants for quality improvement 
under the “985” Project. 
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Founding of PKUEF. 
It was only after “Reform and Opening-up” that non-governmental funds began to 
take part in supporting universities. Reform and Opening-up gave rise to an era of 
international academic and cultural exchanges in the 1980s. Particularly in 1988, Peking 
University received many gifts from international organizations and friends in Japan, 
Europe and other regions. Overseas gifts have grown from a few scholarship programs to 
about 20 programs. The need for receiving and managing major capital gifts directly led 
to the establishment of university foundations in China.  
In May 1993, the State Education Commission of China approved the application 
from PKU to establish a foundation as a special agency to receive and manage overseas 
gifts. The charter of PKUEF was reviewed and approved by the People’s Bank of China. 
PKUEF was officially registered with the Ministry of Civil Affairs in July 1995, one of 
the earliest university foundations based in China
7
. It was subject to the audit, supervision 
and review of the Ministry of Civil Affairs and the People’s Bank of China.  
As a non-profit organization in the field of higher education, PKUEF is dedicated to 
receiving and managing private gifts to foster the development of PKU in various aspects 
including teaching, research, scholarships, financial aid and campus construction. As a 
bridge connecting the University and the community, PKUEF strives not only to maintain 
the current ties and cooperation with donors, but also to open up more channels for 
alumni and friends. Its development until now could be roughly divided into two stages.  
                                                 
7
 Tsinghua University Education Foundation was founded in 1994. 
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1. First Stage (1995-2004)  
The Foundation has made steady progress in the first decade after its registration. 
During this stage PKUEF received most of its gifts passively instead of soliciting them. 
The celebration of the 100
th
 anniversary of PKU in 1998 facilitated fundraising of the 
foundation. During this phase, gifts received by PKUEF shifted from sporadic gifts to 
steadily increasing gifts. The foundation has now taken the initiative to conduct 
brand-building fundraising events. Progress can be seen in the standardization of program 
design, institutionalization of program management, better publicity and donor service, 
data collection and maintenance, clearer division of responsibilities among departments, 
and, most obviously, the growth in private support and donors as Figure 2 shows.  
Figure 2. Total Private Giving to PKU/PKUEF 1985-2008 
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2. Rapid Development (2005-Present) 
Since 2005, PKUEF has accelerated its development and achieved substantial results 
as evidenced by the surging of private gifts, from RMB 128 million in 2005 to RMB 317 
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million in 2007. The amount of gifts set a new record in 2008, topping RMB 358 million. 
The number of donors also increased from 1,000 in 2005 to 2,000 in 2008.   
This remarkable performance is largely attributed to the 2008 Olympics and increases 
in gifts from friends and alumni. In 2006, an estate in Singapore donated a sum of more 
than RMB 170 million ($34 million) to the PKU Gymnasium, the largest single gift ever 
received by PKU and PKUEF. The Leo KoGuan Foundation (the United States) made 
consecutive donations in five years, giving $1 million each year, to support construction 
and multidisciplinary research as well as fellowships and scholarships. In addition, the 
Leo KoGuan Foundation pledged to make donations of $60 million in the coming 50 
years. In 2008, the HSBC Foundation made a donation of RMB 150 million to set up the 
PKU HSBC Financial Research Fund. In the same year, PKUEF also received two major 
gifts from alumni: Huang Nubo, President of Zhongkun Real Estate Company made a 
real estate donation worth RMB 1 million to set up the PKU Zhongkun Education Fund; 
and Huang Jingguang contributed RMB 210 million to set up the PKU Jingguang 
Research Fund in support of scientific research at the National School of Development, 
PKU.  
Over the past decade, PKUEF has continuously established new records in private 
gifts annually. In 1996, PKUEF received RMB 60 million from 40 organizations and 
individuals. Private gifts to PKUEF rose from RMB 87 million from 480 donors in 2004 
to more than RMB 359 million from over 2300 donors in 2008.  Over 500 gifts were for 
earthquake relief programs, prompting a significant growth in the number of donors. 
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However, it is worth noting that major gifts were still from a limited number of 
organizations and individuals. Compared with over 120,000 donors of IUF, the donor 
base of PKUEF is quite small and thus corresponding to its status as a very young 
organization.  
 
Contribution of PKUEF. 
Even though it was founded less than 15 years ago, PKUEF has played a critical role 
in advancing the development of PKU. Gifts are mainly used to support the development 
of PKU in four endeavors, namely, infrastructure construction, education and research, 
scholarships and financial aid for students, and development funds. Figure 3 shows the 
purposes of private giving to PKU/PKUEF from 1989-2005. Out of the total RMB 1,212 
million, 580 million (47%) has been used for property, buildings and equipment; 481 
million (40%) has been used for education and research; 94 million (8%) for student aid; 
and the rest 57 million (5%) for unrestricted purposes.  
Campus construction is always the largest portion, making up 40.7% in 2007 and 
44% in 2008. The past decade witnessed the biggest changes ever made to the campus. 
Since 1995, PKU constructed many new facilities, such as the new Centennial Hall, new 
PKU Library, Olympic Ping Pong Sports Complex (PKU Gymnasium), as well as a great 
number of teaching and living facilities. All of these buildings required enormous capital 
investments. They would not be possible without private gifts to PKUEF. 
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Figure 3. Purposes of Private Giving to PKU/PKUEF 1989-2005 
 
Over the last few years, infrastructure appropriations from the state only accounted 
for around 10% of funds needed by PKU. The huge gap was largely filled by the 
generous support of society. Studying, research and the living environment of PKU have 
been greatly improved. A substantial part of the 29 new facilities on PKU campus built 
from 1995 to 2009, including those under construction, are supported by private gifts, 
totaling RMB 1 billion with a construction area of over 400,000 square kilometers, 30% 
of the entire campus construction area. Most of the facilities are named after donors.  
Faced with the expansion of the University and the decrease of the proportion of 
government appropriations, PKU takes the initiative to seek private support to resolve its 
increasing financial needs.  Private gifts allow PKU to attract the best students of the 
country (and remain affordable to students from financially-disadvantaged backgrounds), 
attract and retain top faculty, and provide top-notch facilities for faculty and students.  
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Summary. 
Though with a late starting point, PKUEF has made rapid progress on many fronts 
including the establishment of an organizational structure, expansion of foundation staff 
and donor base, as well as continuously surpassing its records in fundraising. Major gifts 
received by PKUEF are usually at the pinnacle of the major gifts range in Chinese higher 
education
8
. Through collecting private gifts, PKUEF has helped the university address 
pressing needs in a timely manner.  
                                                 
8
 On the list of the Top 14 Foundations in China 2006, PKUEF ranked the second in total assets while 
Tsinghua University Education Foundation ranked the third on the list. They are the only two higher 
education institutions listed. PKUEF topped the list in private giving received in 2006, RMB 219,086,901 
in 2006 while Tsinghua University Education Foundation received RMB 151,633,935 in the same year.  
” 
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Chapter Two: Comparative Study 
As non-profit organizations widely recognized in the world, university foundations 
are making significant contributions to the development of universities. They partner with 
universities through accepting and managing private gifts from organizations and 
individuals (non-governmental). The emergence and growth of IUF and PKUEF are both 
the direct results of increasing financial needs in university development and decreasing 
funding resources from their respective governments. Besides, IU and PKU have much in 
common. Both universities are public universities with government support comprising 
the largest source of their revenues. As non-profit organizations in higher education, IUF 
and PKUEF have a large role in sustaining the excellence of their universities. While 
viewing their similarities, we cannot fail to see their striking differences, which will be 
elaborated on in this part to render us a deeper understanding of them.  
 
Nature of Foundations 
Although both foundations are legally independent non-profit organizations, they are 
different in nature. A U.S. philanthropic foundation is defined as a “nongovernmental, 
nonprofit organization, having a principal fund of its own, managed by its own trustees or 
directors, and established to maintain or aid social, educational, charitable, religious, or 
other activities serving the common welfare” (Xie, 2005, 97). American foundations are 
the legal descendants of the foundation principle in that they are endowed with private 
funds to serve the public welfare. The fundamental nature of a U.S. philanthropic 
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foundation could be summed up as a non-profit and nongovernmental organization for 
the public good. The voluntary support to a public foundation is not only from a single 
wealthy individual or family, but from a broad group of people.  
As philanthropic organizations in the field of higher education, university foundations 
also contain the salient features such as partnership with the university; most funds are 
from alumni, friends, parents, foundations, corporations, and other organizations; and 
they have voluntarism as the basis.  IUF is independent of IU.  Independent university 
foundations are intended to directly receive private gifts and provide better service to 
donors. They embody the attributes of professional foundations under corporate 
management.  
For philanthropic organizations in China, the main legal basis is Regulation on 
Foundation Administration, which was approved by the State Council on February 4, 
2004 and took effect on June 1, 2004. According to the Regulation, a foundation is a 
non-profit incorporated entity with civil rights and obligations and affiliated with an 
administrative unit responsible for its management. Foundations in China are subject to a 
dual administration system of the registration unit and the business administration unit. 
The former is responsible for the review and approval of the foundation’s application and 
registration; the latter is responsible for guiding and supervising foundations to ensure 
that they conduct public welfare activities in line with relevant laws and charters. 
Accordingly, PKUEF is a nonprofit organization in the field of higher education with the 
aim of serving the public welfare. PKU is the administration unit of PKUEF.  
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PKU is a “public institution”, subordinated to the Ministry of Education. In China, 
“public institution” refers to a social organization sponsored by state departments or other 
organizations using state-owned assets to provide public services. They are sponsored 
and directly managed by the government and usually subordinated to a government 
department at a certain level. In this sense PKUEF is equivalent to an administrative 
department of PKU. The foundation’s staff is similar to public servants, enjoying the 
allowances, and other treatments of administrative staff of a university. 
The Regulation further divides foundations into two categories, namely, public 
collecting foundations and non-public collecting foundations. The difference lies in the 
source of funds: the former is entitled to raise funds from the public while the latter is 
prohibited from doing so; the latter can only collect funds from some particular 
organizations or individuals. University foundations in China fall into the second 
category.   
Foundations in China are subject to public supervision. They must report to the 
appropriate registration administration unit on their financial status, auditing, and annual 
gifts as well as the use of funds. Meanwhile, foundations must publish this information in 
the media designated by the registration administration unit, such as the newspaper China 
Philanthropy Times and the website of China’s civil organizations. 
PKUEF is certified as an “AAAA organization” based on government assessment, 
and it qualifies for tax deduction. Every year PKUEF is required to publish an annual 
report and meet auditing and assessment requirements from the government. The PKUEF 
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Charter has specified the use of its funds. The assets and income of the foundation are 
protected by laws. Board directors not working full-time may not claim payment from the 
foundation. Annual expenditure to fulfill the mission of the foundation may not be less 
than 8% of the endowment balance of the previous year. Salaries, welfare of staff, and 
administrative expenditures may not exceed 10% of the total expenses for the year.  
 
Governance and Organizational Structure 
The structure of an organization determines how efficiently it operates. A good 
structure is always critical to a foundation’s work and its relationship with donors. IUF 
has a very healthy infrastructure as shown in Figure 4. This organizational structure helps 
ensure open communication, professionalism, expertise, and trust.  
IUF is governed by a Board of Directors which is responsible for providing 
overreaching directions and plans for the Foundation. The board’s primary mission is to 
assist the University in securing gifts, trusts, and bequests to nourish programs 
throughout the campuses. The board provides support and advice to a broad spectrum of 
fundraising programs and activities; manages endowment funds and oversees the finances, 
operations, and policies of the organization; helps develop a collaborative partnership 
with senior management; seeks agreement between key stakeholders on vision, values, 
goals and expectations and ensures that its board members have the required skills and 
experience to perform their duties and that all members fully understand and fulfill their 
governance duties acting for the benefit of the organization and for its public purpose. 
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Figure 4. Organizational Chart of IUF 
 The IUF Board is characterized by the diverse backgrounds of its board members. 
Out of 86 members, only 3 are from the University including the IU president who chairs 
the IUF Board of Directors. Such a composition helps ensure a formal channel of 
communication among the foundation, the university, and those outside the university.  
Under the leadership of its Board of Directors, there are three major departments in 
IUF: the Finance department, the Investment department, and the Development 
department.  
The organizational structure of PKUEF is much different from that of IUF as shown 
in Figure 5. The key element of PKUEF is its Board of Directors, which is responsible for 
the decision-making of the foundation. According to the Regulation, the boards of 
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foundations shall be composed of 19 to 25 directors. Currently, the PKUEF Board has 23 
directors, including leaders and famous professors in the University, and friends from 
society. The Chairman of the University Council chairs the Board; 65% of its members 
are from the University; and the rest (35%) are alumni and individuals outside the 
university. 
Figure 5. Organizational Chart of PKUEF 
 Under the Board of PKUEF, there is the Secretariat responsible for daily 
administration and fundraising work.  PKUEF typically holds two board meetings every 
year for decision-making regarding major issues. During the meetings, board members 
review the work report presented by the Secretariat and make proposals for important 
issues, including fundraising, financial management, program implementation and 
initiation, etc. There are seven departments in PKUEF, which include the Department of 
Domestic Affairs and Asian Affairs, Department of European and American Affairs, 
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Department of Scholarship Program Management, Department of Alumni Contact, 
Department of Finance and Investment, and Department of Information and 
Administration. Obviously, these departments are partly divided in terms of region rather 
than function.  
The organizational structure of the two foundations differs in the autonomy and 
independence of the Board of Directors represented in the composition of the board, 
rights of board members, and their formal responsibilities - as well as those of the 
division of duties reflected in the departments in the organization.  
 
Professionalization of Fundraising 
Professionalization is a representative feature distinguishing IUF from PKUEF. A 
strong professional team is one of the essential elements ensuring the success of IUF. To 
use the terms of Leslie Lenkowsky (2002), like the larger foundations, IUF has sizable, 
highly professional staff, a well-developed organization, and a long-standing mission. 
 
Professionalization of IUF. 
The remarkable performance of IUF is inseparable from an inner fundraising 
mechanism with the strong leadership of experts and scholars, a sizable and professional 
team of over 200 staff, and mature program management with rich practices and 
experience accumulated over a long time. 
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1. Experts as Leadership 
Leadership is crucial to the success of an organization. Those undertaking leadership 
or management roles at IUF are mainly experts with extensive experience in fundraising, 
particularly in conducting campaign programs. Curt R. Simic (IUF president, 1988-2008) 
and Kent E. Dove (IUF senior vice president, 1997-2008) are renowned experts and 
long-term partners, a rare occurrence in American foundations. Both Simic and Dove 
spent more than 40 years in fundraising. They jointly brought IU into the ranks of the 
nation’s top colleges and transformed IUF “from one that relied mostly on modest annual 
gifts into a well-oiled fund-raising machine that routinely attracts multimillion-dollar 
gifts from individuals and families who have been associated with the university for 
decades” (Hall, 2009). 
2. Sizeable and Professional Officers and Staff 
There are over 200 officers and staff professionally implementing fundraising 
programs at IUF. After Mr. Simic joined IUF in 1988, the first thing he worked on was 
the expansion of the team. Now, the size of IUF has grown from around 80 to 214 staff 
with three offices. The senior staffs are mainly philanthropy experts or consultants with 
extensive experience in fundraising, particularly in conducting campaign programs. The 
team helps the organization function well.  
3. Two-level Cooperative Fundraising Mechanism  
Moreover, IUF has established an effective and efficient cooperative mechanism with 
colleges of the university. In the 1980s, the Foundation again evolved when it placed 
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fundraisers, known as development officers, in the academic units on each of the 
campuses. These development officers were solely dedicated to the priorities established 
by their deans. While keeping a fundraising staff in-house, IUF also focused on providing 
services, specialists, and supportive oversight for the fundraisers in the academic units 
and for their deans and chancellors. IUF worked hard to provide an infrastructure that 
could keep pace with the tremendous growth in fundraising. 
4. Professional Research, Teaching and Training  
Professional research, education and training are vital to the professionalization of the 
field. The Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University was founded in 1987 with initial 
funding from Lilly Endowment. The Center is a leading academic center dedicated to 
increasing the understanding of philanthropy, perfecting its practice, and enhancing 
philanthropic participation through research, teaching, public service and public affairs 
programs in philanthropy, fundraising, and management of nonprofit organizations. The 
Center helps nonprofit professionals and volunteers ensure that their organizations 
accomplish their missions and are ethical, efficient and well-run in doing so. Its Fund 
Raising School trains more than 8,000 professionals and volunteers annually.  
The Center’s services for individual philanthropists and foundations teach them to be 
more strategic about their giving to create maximum impact. The Center helps the news 
media, nonprofit professionals, policy makers and the public better understand the crucial 
role nonprofits and philanthropy play in our daily lives. By offering training on practices 
and applications but also conducts research from the perspectives of social development, 
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history and culture, the Center supports one of the largest concentrations of graduate 
students in the country studying philanthropy and nonprofit management. As commented 
by Curt Simic, president of Indiana University Foundation, “The Center on Philanthropy 
is a great source of pride for all of us at IU”.  
5. Army of Volunteers 
The army of volunteers largely composed of alumni is an indispensable force for 
successful campaigns of IU. In regular annual fundraising, volunteers talk with old and 
new alumni across the world via telephone and provide a myriad of services to the donors 
they attract through telemarketing, including email interactions and help with tedious 
paper work. When it comes to campaigns, the preparation, organization, implementation 
and management cannot be separated from volunteers’ participation and contribution. 
Volunteers’ service and participation not only effectively reduces campaign costs for IU 
but also provides students and alumni with opportunities to become involved in affairs of 
their alma mater.  
In appreciating the contribution of volunteers, Dean Lauren K. Robel paid special 
thanks to the army of volunteers at the outset of the 2006-2007 Dean’s Report of the IU 
School of Law-Bloomington. The School’s Honor Roll is not only to acknowledge 
donors of funds but also to acknowledge volunteers who give time and talent to the 
school in various ways. IUF President Simic also said, “Our volunteer boards, along with 
deans and development officers at IU and the IU Foundation, are incredibly effective in 
telling potential donors what can be accomplished with private support. Their efforts 
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have been very successful” (Indiana University School of Law-Bloomington, 2006-2007 
Dean’s Report).  
 
Professionalization of PKUEF. 
Compared with IUF, PKUEF is limited in the size of staff and expertise in 
fundraising. Currently, PKUEF has 21 staff members, approximately one tenth of that of 
IUF. The foundation started with 4 staff and over 40 programs. Five staff participated in 
the whole course of fundraising for the 100th anniversary of PKU in 1998, constituting 
the core members of fundraising. PKUEF also values the professional level of officer and 
staff, and sends officers to the United States for study and training in the field. In addition, 
through many practices in fundraising, officers and staff of the foundation have acquired 
a better understanding of the role of fundraising in the development of a university, as 
well as the internal construction of the organization.  
The size of volunteers is small at PKUEF. PKUEF recruits students as voluntary 
office assistants and recruits volunteers for big events. For example, during the 
celebration of the 110
th
 anniversary of PKU in 2008, many prominent donors and alumni 
representatives were invited to visit the campus. PKUEF recruited dozens of volunteers 
to participate in the preparation and reception work. This greatly reduced the workload on 
staff and offered students opportunities to participate in big campus events. 
The fundraising mechanism of PKUEF is still under development.  For the past 
decade, fundraising was largely conducted by PKUEF. Recognizing the importance of 
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collaboration with academic units, the University started the establishment of a 
university-school, two-level fundraising system in 2008. Now every school or department 
has designated one or two persons to take charge of fundraising. PKUEF provides 
necessary support to fundraising at the school-level. To motivate fundraising at academic 
units, PKU allocates a special fund of RMB 60 million to match any gift raised by 
academic units.  
 
Giving Programs and Campaign 
IUF and PKUEF have different features in their giving program, campaign, and 
endowment management.  The major sources of their giving programs are also different.  
 
Giving programs.  
The size and organization of giving programs is another indicator of the soundness of 
a foundation. IUF has various giving programs to suit people of different ages and 
interests, such as annual giving, major gifts, and planned gifts. The planned gifts integrate 
personal, financial, and estate-planning goals with the donor’s lifetime or testamentary 
(will) giving.  It ensures the continuous acquisition of major gifts and steady growth in 
annual giving. As of June 30, 2008, the future and planned giving commitments of IUF 
reached $570.3 million. Figure 6 reflects the total value of all planned gifts where the 
donor has communicated their intentions to give (IU Foundation Annual Report 07-08, 
2009). 
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Figure 6. Future and Planned Giving Commitments of IUF 
As of June 30, 2008 (in millions of dollars) 
 
Compared with the sophisticated giving programs of IUF composed of annual gifts, 
major gifts and planned gifts, the programs of PKUEF are still at the beginning stage. 
The staff is organized according to regions instead of the categories of programs. Most 
private gifts are major gifts. There are not enough human resources to promote annual 
gifts. In addition, legal provisions on inheritance in China have led to the absence of 
planned gifts due to the absence of an inheritance tax.   
The programs of PKUEF are still limited in terms of form and management. Giving 
programs of PKUEF are divided into four categories mainly according to their use, 
namely scholarships, education and research, campus construction, and development 
funds. Scholarships are further divided into merit-based scholarships and need-based 
scholarships. The latter are provided to ensure that no qualified student is ever turned 
away solely for financial reasons. Education and research programs are provided to 
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enhance teaching excellence and to address critical problems in the cutting-edge research. 
Campus construction programs are aimed at improving living and studying environments 
and development funds are provided to collect unrestricted gifts. These programs offer 
multiple choices to donors and help PKU respond to new opportunities and challenges in 
its development. 
 
Campaign. 
The campaign is another common mechanism for foundations to plan and raise funds. 
A campaign is an organized (there is a structure), intentional (there is a plan), systematic 
(volunteer enlistment and prospect cultivation and solicitation are top down), strategic 
(movement and progress are plotted) approach to fundraising stated publicly in priorities 
to be met and dollars to be raised in a specific period of time (Dove, Lindauer & Madvig, 
2001).  
The 150
th
 Birthday Fund was the earliest fundraising campaign undertaken by a 
public university. Campaigns became more professional in the twentieth-first century and 
the goal was set at $1 billion. The 7-year campaign at the IUPUI campus raised $1.039 
billion. It was the first $1 billion campaign to be completed by a public university in 
Indiana.  
Compared to IUF, the concept of a campaign is still a blank area for PKUEF.  The 
good thing is that people have already realized the importance of campaigns. PKU plans 
to undertake the first comprehensive campaign with a goal of increasing the size of its 
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endowment from the current RMB 600-700 million to 2 billion in 3-4 years; annual 
giving will grow by 10% each year from RMB 300 million in 2008 to 400 million in 
2013.  
 
Endowment management. 
IUF’s budget is supported by itself, and its endowment is an important resource. The 
income from both the unrestricted endowment and restricted funds will allow support of 
core academic programs that provide critical infrastructure as well as facilities essential 
to the university’s academic mission. The payout of endowment funds is managed 
pursuant to an Investment Agency Agreement between the Trustees of Indiana University 
and the IU Foundation. The university delegates investment management responsibilities 
to the IU Foundation, subject to the university’s investment policy. The spending policy 
is to distribute 5% of the twelve-quarter rolling average of pooled fund values. Indiana 
Code 30-2-12-8, Uniform Management of Institutional Funds, sets forth the provisions 
governing the expenditure of endowment fund appreciation, consistent with donor intent 
(IUF Financial Report 2006-07, 2008).  
IUF entrusts professionals in capital markets with endowment operation for 
preservation and appreciation of its market value, a source of endowment growth. The 
majority of invested gift funds are managed by outside managers, selected and hired by 
the investment committee of the IUF board of directors. Separated from IU, IUF could 
thus realize a higher investment return. During the period of 1990 to 2007, the return rate 
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of the endowment averages 9%, which means 2-3% will be reinvested to grow the 
endowment.  
The size of the endowment of PKUEF is much smaller than that of IUF. PKUEF fully 
respects donor intention, including endowment investment directions. Since the capital 
market in China has just started, the financial regulation is very strict. Only domestic 
capital investment is allowed. PKUEF gives priority to the safety of capital and thus 
pursues conservative strategies, with over two third of the total endowment invested in 
fixed income products. Besides, PKUEF lack the professional investors to help 
endowment management. There is no investment committee that helps ensure the 
long-term growth in endowment investment. But, the endowment of each university has 
to undergo the process of growing from small to big. With the increasing development of 
capital market in China and the professionalization of endowment investment, the 
endowment of PKUEF is expected to grow and play more important role in advancing the 
development of the university.   
 
Major source of giving. 
A closer look at the sources of gifts would reveal that the most important parts of gifts 
received by IUF come from alumni, the local community, and the local state while for a 
long time, the major gifts received by PKUEF came from overseas Chinese.  
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Figure 7. Giving to IUF in Year 2007-2008  
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2008 (in millions of dollars) 
 
Source: IUF Annual Report 2007-2008 
As shown in Figure 7, giving from 57,000 alumni individuals topped $114.9 million 
(45.7%) of total giving. For IU, alumni giving is the largest source to support its 
development. Alumni donations occupy a stable proportion in the assets of the 
Foundation and maintain a trend of continuous growth. The annual donor data of the IUF 
suggested that since 1999-2007, more than 60% of donors were alumni and alumni 
donations accounted for 26%-35% of the total annual gifts to IUF. According to Five 
Year Giving Trends Report by IUF, alumni giving to IUF averaged $28.53 million, 26% 
of total giving, from 50,546 alumni in 1999-2004 (“IU Development Program”, 2004).  
Different from IUF, PKUEF has received a substantial part of its gifts from 
individuals and foundations overseas, which are not alumni associated. Many of them are 
entrepreneurs of Chinese descent residing in foreign countries. This is a direct result from 
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the Diaspora phenomenon, in which individuals residing outside their countries maintain 
strong ties to their homelands and are more willing to give for public good in their home 
countries.  
In 1995, PKUEF received 26 gifts with a total of RMB 90 million. Around 95% of 
the gifts are from overseas non-alumni foundations and individuals.  Fifty-three percent 
of private giving received in 2006 was from overseas. The main countries and regions of 
the overseas sources are shown in Figure 8. From 2006 to 2008, 21 major gifts of PKUEF 
are over RMB 4 million. Over 90% of them were from overseas as shown in Figure 8.  
Gifts from overseas had been the largest source of gifts until 2008. However, from 
Figure 8 we could also see that major gifts from Mainland China made up 24% of the 
total funds, which is already a considerable proportion. This is due to two major gifts that 
were made by alumni from Mainland China in 2008.  For the first time overseas donors 
are not the sole source of major gifts. 
Figure 8. PKUEF Major Gifts by Region 2006-2008  
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Relationship with Alumni Association 
The alumni association can play an important role in the development of a university. 
The IU Alumni Association (IUAA) is another important cornerstone for the growth of 
IU.  The goal for IUAA is not to do fundraising for IU, but to connect alumni and serve 
IU.  It is dedicated to serving the university and its diverse alumni, students, and friends.  
It strives daily to actively engage all alumni in the success of the university.  
IUAA is organized by chapters, having more than 100 chapters throughout the world.  
Most chapter bylaws follow a similar format and structure and adopt a mission statement, 
which reflects the goals and overall vision of IUAA. Alumni chapters serve as the local 
arm of IUAA through a variety of services appealing to alumni.  
The achievement of IUAA in collecting alumni information is quite impressive. With 
more than 990,000 active records for alumni (graduates and former students), friends, 
parents, corporations, and foundations, the database of IUAA ranks among the largest for 
the nation's colleges and universities. More than 94 percent of the records for people are 
addressable. Every year, the alumni records department updates the alumni records with 
new address, employment, and university-related information for the benefit of Indiana 
University (IU Fact Book 2007-2008). The more alumni it contacts the bigger is the 
resource for the university to grow.  
IUAA has developed into a mature organization and a close partner of IUF in 
fundraising. IUF provides financial support to IUAA, which in turn establishes the rich 
alumni network securing the long-term development of IUF.  Resource-sharing is 
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another important aspect of the partnership between IUAA and IUF. One key thing 
essential for the success of alumni associations and foundations is to have access to full 
and accurate records of all alumni around the world. IUAA, IUF, and even each school of 
IU share the same database to track and maintain alumni information. The IUF and the 
IUAA have combined their databases to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the 
University’s alumni and donor records since 1994. In this way all concerned parties can 
work together to maximize the impact of information.  
The Peking University Alumni Association (PKUAA) is very young and small. 
Established in 1982 as a Chinese association registered with Ministry of Civil Affairs, 
PKUAA now has three formal staff. Though legally independent, it is not strong enough 
to truly effectively and continuously undertake all alumni work on its own. PKUAA is 
self-initiated by PKU alumni and registered with the Ministry of Affairs, P.R.C. Its 
organizational structure and expansion of staff require further efforts. Due to the absence 
of a special agency responsible for contacting and serving alumni, the alumni materials 
are not as comprehensive as those of IUAA.   
It is estimated that roughly 20% of PKU graduates studied abroad in 1990s. PKU 
alumni in the United States have received American educations and are influenced by 
American tradition and culture such as alumni giving to their alma maters. Living far 
away from their motherland, they have deep emotional attachments to their motherland 
and their alma maters and have the desire to give back. They have a unique place in 
promoting the communication and understanding between China and the United States.  
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PKUAA has 15 alumni chapters in the United States. To strengthen the 
communication with overseas alumni, a PKUAA-US Conference is held every two years 
in the United States. Each chapter in the U.S. sends alumni representatives to attend the 
Conference to exchange and share experiences in alumni work. A PKU delegation 
headed by the PKU President attends the Conference to inform alumni of the latest 
developments of PKU and to listen to their ideas and suggestions. The interaction makes 
overseas alumni feel that they are closely connected with and cared about by their alma 
mater, to encourage them to care about and support the development of PKU.  
 
Summary  
IUF and PKUEF vary from each other in the nature of foundations, organizational 
structure, professionalization, giving programs, major sources of gifts, as well as their 
respective relationships with their alumni associations. With strong leadership from 
experts in the IUF and IU and with competent professionals and close attention from the 
IU President, IUF has developed a sound internal mechanism and perfected fundraising 
techniques and forged a good partnership with IUAA.   
PKUEF is a young non-public collecting foundation under dual administration by 
Peking University and Ministry of Education. The process of establishing the PKUEF 
and its early fundraising practices forged the first professional staffs. Alumni work, as the 
basis for fundraising, has not been well planned, organized and fully developed, resulting 
in the limited and relatively weaker donor base for the PKUEF. The growth of a 
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professional team requires long-term fundraising experience and cultural fostering in 
social progress. More importantly, university foundations need more support from 
government policy and elites in society as well as attention from its alumni and the 
general public.  
The development of IUF and PKUEF are associated with the larger social context. By 
comparing the two foundations, we hope to explore why they are different and what 
PKUEF and university foundations in China can draw from their American counterparts. 
In the third part, the reasons will be examined.  
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Chapter Three: Underlying Reasons 
Giving to higher education constitutes an important part of the philanthropy in the 
whole society. The field of nonprofit studies has become a revealing vantage point from 
which to observe a wide variety of social, economic, religious, and cultural differences 
among countries (Salamon & Anheier, 1998). As Johnson (2007) put it in concise words, 
philanthropy is framed by strong cultural constructs; philanthropy emerges from the 
religious, historic, and cultural traditions of a society and is continually being shaped by 
changing political currents and economic trends. The differences of IUF and PKUEF do 
not just lie in the length of history, size of endowment from fundraising, or the number of 
staff. Rather they reflect differences in social context, traditions, culture, political systems 
and levels of economic development in the two nations. 
 
Culture and Beliefs of the Society 
American culture. 
The growth of nonprofit organizations such as IUF has benefited significantly from 
the culture and beliefs of the society. There are three major elements, which are very 
critical to the appearance and development of American nonprofit organizations.  
1. Philanthropic Culture in America 
“Philanthropy is a social institution that takes on meaning in the context of a cultural 
emphasis on individualism and private initiative and a mistrust of governmental power 
and large-scale bureaucracy” (Ostrower, 1995). American culture and values provide a 
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framework in terms of which philanthropy as a social institution makes sense. The 
philanthropic culture and the flourishing of the nonprofit sector are closely related to 
values and beliefs held by Americans: individualism, association and volunteerism. They 
are the fundamental things that have been influencing American people generation after 
generation. As Salamon (2002) argued, these organizations carry a life-force that has long 
been a core of American culture - “a faith in the capacity of individual action to improve 
the quality of human life”. Thus two impulses embodied the heart of the American 
national character: a deep-seated commitment to freedom and individual initiative and an 
equally fundamental realization that people have responsibilities that extend beyond 
themselves to fellow human beings and the community which they form a part (Salamon, 
2002). 
Giving and voluntarism are distinctive and important aspects of American culture. 
According to Giving USA 2008, charitable giving in the US exceeded $300 billion for the 
first time in 2007. The total volunteering time is 12.8 billion hours with 26.7% of the 
population participated. More than 70% of the households in the country make over $650 
in donations to charities each year. Nearly 90% of the wealthiest Americans respond that 
the primary motivation for their giving is their belief in specific causes and their desire to 
“give back” to society (Michaels, 2007). Giving embodies the values that have been 
widely recognized by the wealthy class in America and the American society at large.  
Elites have traditionally played a major role in founding, sustaining, and overseeing 
nonprofit organizations (Ostrower, 1995). Industrial elites represented by Carnegie 
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(1835-1919) and John .D. Rockefeller (1837-1937) in the “gilded age” created modern 
philanthropy as they questioned the wisdom and effectiveness of “almsgiving” and 
sought instead to “maximize human potential” (Kass, 2002, 105). The wealth ethic 
embodied by them became important as an outgrowth of spiritual wealth, playing a 
guiding role in the ultimate formation of a unique philanthropic culture. Over the years, 
many wealthy Americans have broadly followed the blueprint laid out by Andrew 
Carnegie in Carnegie’s essay Gospel of Wealth (1889) which is a prominent reflection of 
his wealth ethic (The Business of Giving: A Survey of Wealth and Philanthropy. 
February 23, 2006. The Economist). They believe that God gave them money to benefit 
human beings, not for personal luxury, and institutional philanthropy is for curing ills at 
their source.  
When participating in philanthropy, elites share a set of activities and values that are 
widespread in American society. Philanthropy becomes “a mark of class status” that 
helps define and maintain the cultural and organizational boundaries of elite life. 
Philanthropy is a way of being part of society and one of the avenues by which society 
makes its connections (Ostrower, 1995). A vision of human connectedness is central to 
the history of philanthropy. As Ellen Condliffe Lagemann has written, American 
philanthropy represents, “a long tradition of …efforts to establish the values, shape the 
beliefs, and define the behaviors that would join people to one another” (Kass, 2002).  
Foundations embody the wishes of elites to solve social problems and build a better 
society, attracting participation and voluntary services of common people. They are more 
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concerned with improvement rather than relief. As Amanda Porterfield writes, “The 
American pioneers of scientific philanthropy came out of a culture saturated with an 
energetic commitment to world reform that had its roots in Calvinism and Protestant 
Christianity. … These evangelists of scientific philanthropy were less concerned with 
religious conversion than with improving the social conditions, educational 
opportunities” (Friedman & McGarvie, 2003). Philanthropic science and culture has 
become a highlight in American culture. Philanthropy is more than a cause. More 
precisely, philanthropy is a self-initiated and voluntary culture, as well as a habit and a 
part of American life.  
2. Religion 
Religion has laid a foundation for the American culture and values and formation of 
American society. Particularly, religion has always played a critical role in giving as 
Christians, Jews and Muslims etc. all traditionally aim to give away a set proportion of 
their income (Business of Giving, 2006). According to Center on Philanthropy Panel 
Study, 46.1% of all U.S. households gave to religious organizations in 2004.
9
 
Protestantism made a great contribution to the formation of philanthropic culture in the 
United States. It’s role in shaping American culture including philanthropy is recognized 
by many writers. Writers from Tocqueville onward have elaborated on the pivotal role of 
religion, especially Protestant sectarianism, in promoting voluntary action in the United 
States.  
                                                 
9
 Overview of Religious Giving, based on data collected in 2005 about giving in 2004. 
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In a country primarily composed of immigrants, religion has a vital role in shaping 
the interpersonal relationship. In the famous sermon A Model of Christian Charity, the 
Puritan leader John Winthrop (1588-1649) developed the notion that all true Christians 
are of one body in Christ and thus have the responsibility to offer assistance to those in 
need on the basis of brotherly love (Hammack, 1998). The embedded belief drove the 
earliest form of self-organized voluntary associations and giving was one of the basic 
requirements of people in the local community. Winthrop’s model of Christian charity 
presented New England with a useful way to envision charitable relationships (Grimm Jr., 
2002, 350). The tradition of charity has been an essential part of American philanthropy 
from Winthrop’s day forward, and it continues today to animate philanthropies large and 
small. 
Different religions or belief systems give rise to different ethics. Protestantism is 
frequently contrasted with “the more corporatist, hierarchical, and often state-financed 
religions, most notably Catholicism, but also Orthodox Christianity, Islam, and 
Confucianism” (Curtis, Baer & Grabb, 2001, 785). Protestantism promotes an ethic that 
encourages individualism, association and volunteerism. Rather than relying on the state 
or the church establishment to provide for the needs of the community, people are 
encouraged to voluntarily join together to fulfill various societal functions, including 
philanthropy and the preservation of public morality (Curtis, Baer & Grabb, 2001). 
Compared with Catholic churches, Protestant churches provide better training grounds 
for people to experience various forms of voluntarism including political and community 
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activity since Protestant churches are more egalitarian and participatory, while Catholic 
churches are more hierarchical or elitist as discussed by McMullen (1994).  
3. Voluntarism 
The volunteering tradition has long been inherited and carried forward by Americans. 
The high percentage of volunteers in America is very impressive. According to Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, a total of 63.4 million Americans, or 26.8% of the population 
volunteered through or for an organization at least once between September 2008 and 
September 2009. A survey of reasons for voluntary association suggested that religious 
belief is a very important reason for volunteering among American respondents (Hwang, 
Grabb & Curtis, 2005).  
Generally, the volunteering tradition is better preserved in Midwest states where local 
culture is less impacted by immigrant culture, as the study found that Midwest states led 
in volunteering (Corporation for National and Community Service, 2007). Based on the 
data of 2006-2008, Indiana has 1.5 million volunteers; 30.5% of its residents volunteered 
45.8 hours per resident - ranking it 19th and 6th respectively among the 50 states and 
Washington, DC. The volunteering rate in Indiana has been higher than the average of the 
USA for three consecutive years from 2006 to 2009 (Corporation for National and 
Community Service, 2008). Fundraising is the first activity in the top four activities to 
which volunteers donated time. The percentage of Indiana volunteers involved in 
fundraising is 31.4%, which is higher than other states. The tradition of volunteering is 
even higher in Bloomington where the largest and oldest IU campus is located, and this 
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tradition helps promote a philanthropic culture across IU. Based on an average using 
2004 and 2008 data, Bloomington metropolitan statistical area embraces 76,300 people 
and 32.6% of its residents volunteer.
10
  
With a clear appreciation for how a culture of citizenship, service and responsibility 
enrich a nation and its citizenry, the federal and state governments have supported 
volunteering and community service in a variety of ways during the past century. 
Particularly in 1990, President George H.W. Bush created the Commission on National 
and Community Service to administer grants to schools to support service-learning in 
schools, higher education institutions, and community-based organizations and to support 
full-time service across the nation. 
 
Traditional Chinese culture. 
Compared to American society, the culture and beliefs of Chinese society have made 
a very limited contribution to the growth of nonprofit organizations, especially in the past 
centuries.  
The traditional Chinese culture is largely shaped and represented by the Five Cardinal 
Human Relations Principles of Confucianism, which were promoted by Confucius 
(551-479 BC) and Mencius (372-289 BC). The Five Principles refer to the principle 
between the ruler and subject, between parents and children, between siblings, between 
husband and wife, and between friends. Mencius said that, between father and son, there 
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should be affection; between sovereign and minister, righteousness; between husband and 
wife, attention to their separate functions; between old and young, a proper order; and 
between friends, fidelity (Mengzi: Teng Wen Gong I).  
The Five Principles are the guides for human morality and social life, providing rules 
for daily behaviors of men and the sense of hierarchy. It resulted in two important values 
in Chinese culture – honor their parents and be loyal to their rulers. 
On one hand, the purpose of the Principles was to maintain a harmonious relationship 
among humans in the long term and the ethic derived from Confucianism was 
fundamentally featured by blood relations (He, 1940).  You have to love people close to 
you first and then love others.  In contract to Western cultures, people attach greater 
value to their family and relatives than their fellow human beings and the community 
which they form a part. Community is much less important than family. 
 On the other hand, contrasted with the egalitarian beliefs held by Protestantism, 
society had a pattern of hierarchy in the ideology of Confucianism (He, 1940). The Five 
Principles as the norms of behaviors formed the unique Chinese culture. The great 
unification ideology is a good representation. Everyone was educated to be loyal to the 
rulers, listen and follow the rulers with no questions.  People attach greater value to 
justice than personal interests.  There is not much democracy and self interest or opinion 
is rarely being considered.  
With the two values above, it is very hard for civil society to appear in China. It also 
resulted in that most philanthropic causes were performed by the centralized state and 
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many charity organizations were established and dominated by the government (Meng, 
2005). Philanthropy was incorporated in governance of the state. And most of the 
philanthropic efforts were directed to the establishment of senior houses and orphanages. 
Therefore common people did not have the habit of giving to charity organizations, let 
alone higher education.  
 
The Role of Government in Higher Education 
The role of government in a nation has much to do with the development of higher 
education and university foundations.  
 
The role of government in higher education in America. 
The history of the American Revolution made clear the overarching choice of the new 
nation regarding the role of government in the United States. Against a big government 
like the British government, American people insisted that honest citizens wished only to 
be left alone to work in peace and to enjoy the fruits of their labors. The U.S. Constitution 
imposes restrictions on the functions of government through a separation of powers and 
checks and balances. American people do not want a powerful government, which 
continuously exploits taxes from citizens to commit corruption or abuse power. They 
demand that government shall function based on a contract with and by the consent of 
citizens. The role of government is limited in American society and this trait has 
promoted private giving to the higher education.  
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The Dartmouth College case in 1819 is a well-known case defining the autonomous 
relationship between private universities and government. The decision by the US 
Supreme Court recognized the private nature of Dartmouth College and secured its legal 
right as a private school. After the Dartmouth decision, no longer could states control 
private enterprises the responsibility for educating young people, or caring for the poor 
since states could no longer exercise control over the way private entities fulfilled their 
duties (Friedman & McGarvie, 2003, 102). The Dartmouth College case, by requiring 
formal legal structures for religious and philanthropic organizations, encouraged 
American culture to move from the colonial model toward a modern society premised on 
contracts and formal institutional structures. By securing contract rights for a private 
school, the case protected the rights of voluntary associations to be free from 
governmental control and ensured their continued existence and functional role in 
American society.  
As private universities got adequate independence and autonomy, public universities 
also developed their own path. In 1795, the first state university was founded in North 
Carolina. The growth of public universities received much aid and funds from private 
giving. Particularly with the westward movement of immigrants, the middle and western 
regions were quickly developed. To meet the demands of new immigrant communities 
and economic development, local public universities were founded with the approval of 
state legislatures, mainly relying on educational appropriations of state government. The 
earliest public university founded in middle and western regions is Miami University, 
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founded in 1809. Since it was not viable for state government to take over private schools 
and transform them into state schools, citizens insisted that higher education be 
administrated by government, which gave rise to the birth of the state university. After 
the Morrill Act promulgated in 1862, many universities in new states were established to 
provide equal educational opportunity to lower-income citizens. As a university of the 
state, Indiana University was established, first as a seminary, to give priority to provide 
cheap, mostly free, higher education to citizens of the State. Education was mainly about 
educating practical talents in agriculture and industrial technology. And for this reason 
Purdue University was established as Indiana’s land grant university under the Morrill 
Act. 
 
The role of government and higher education in China.  
Unlike the American tradition oriented toward individualism and associational life, 
the Chinese heritage has been a story of undisputed authority of a centralized state. The 
tradition of civil society was not prevalent in China. Nearly all of the public functions 
have been taken care of by the state for a long time.  
From the foundation of the new Republic to the eve of Reform and Opening-up 
(1949-1979), China implemented a planned economy. The government established the 
higher education system according to the Soviet model. The higher education system was 
highly centralized and the investment mechanism is characterized by a free higher 
education relying on the sole support of government investment. All universities were 
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public, subordinated to the Ministry of Education. Government was the decision maker 
for all administrative matters. Students did not have to pay tuition or fees, but rather 
almost everyone would receive a scholarship of one kind or another as financial support.  
As shown in Table 4, higher education institutions largely relied on government 
appropriations from the end of 1970s to the middle of 1980s. Only a small proportion of 
funds were from their self-financing (Ding, Li & Sun, 2008).  
Table 4. Revenue Sources of Higher Education Institutions in China 1978-1987 
Year Government Appropriations 
Self-financing of 
Higher Education Institutions 
1978 95.7% 4.3% 
1985 91.5% 8.5% 
1987 91.4% 8.6% 
Government-funded free higher education was the immediate and efficient solution 
required at the particular times. Since 1982, China has launched five large-scale reforms 
in governmental organization. These reforms have not only injected vigor into the 
government system but also changed the traditional thoughts of governmental officials 
and the public. The role of government in higher education has also changed.  
With the growing number of universities, and with the average cost of higher 
education per student soaring up, it has become increasingly impossible for the 
government to be supplying 100% of financial support. A series of investment 
mechanism reforms in higher education were conducted from the late 1980s through the 
1990s. China Educational Reform and Development Program was issued by the State 
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Council in 1993, which has become the guiding document for reform and development of 
China education. In this document, the central government proposed that “by 2004, the 
proportion of government input in education should reach 4 percentage points of the 
country’s GDP value.” (Chinese Education, 2007).  
It clearly provided that the government's fiscal input in education should increase at a 
much higher rate than any other regular revenue stream and governments shall increase 
appropriations according to the increase of average educational expenditure per student. 
Particularly, the document further specified the division of management responsibilities 
in education between central and provincial government, conveying the intention of the 
central government to release control and give the provincial government more power to 
make decisions (Ding, Li & Sun, 2008).  In addition, the document also officially 
announced the charging of tuition and incidental fees for non-compulsory education. It 
clearly specified that tuition, school-sponsored industry and high tech enterprises, social 
service, private giving to education, and financial credit are the main measures for raising 
educational funds.  It encouraged higher education institutions to explore more sources 
of funds according to their own initiatives.  
As a state-sponsored public university in China, PKU receives enormous support 
from the government, particularly recently in fundraising. Government’s support means a 
lot in China and helps establish a meaningful relationship with donors and drives donor 
retention. Government’s recognition encourages donors to feel that their contributions are 
really valued by the university as well as the government, and they really have a place in 
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shaping the future of the university. This would help strengthen donor loyalty - as 
evidenced by some major donors enlarging their gifts more than once. While providing 
guides for overarching direction, the government gives more space to the university and 
provides necessary resources and support to keep its goals on track.  
 
Tradition of Private Giving to Higher Education 
Tradition of private-funded education in America. 
Higher education in America has traditionally been valued and well supported by 
philanthropy. Looking at the historical origins of the nonprofit role in higher education in 
America, Harvard College, the start of America higher education, received the first gift of 
real estate from its alumni in 1649. Since then, Harvard College, and the other eight 
“colonial colleges” created before 1770, were all supported by private giving and gifts. 
During their development, these private schools have fostered life-long relationships with 
their alumni. Donations from alumni and friends have been the major resource for the 
schools to grow. Following this tradition, alumni associations and education foundations 
in today’s American universities are derived from this tradition. 
The tradition has been well preserved and carried forward generation after generation. 
According to the estimates in Giving USA 2007, the annual tally of American 
philanthropy, in 2006, donors gave an estimated $40.98 billion to educational 
organizations, or 13.9 percent of the total, or $295.02 billion (Giving USA 2007). Several 
institutions raised record amounts in 2006. The Council for Aid to Education reported 
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that the top 10 higher education institutions in its survey of more than 1,000 raised $4.56 
billion (Giving USA 2007). According to results of the annual Voluntary Support of 
Education (VSE) survey, charitable contributions to colleges and universities in the 
United States grew by 6.3% in 2007, reaching $29.75 billion (Council for Aid to 
Education, 2008). Over the past decade, the average increase in contributions to higher 
education institutions has been 6.5%. 
Alumni giving is another important part of private giving for universities. A big 
portion of charitable giving to US colleges and universities comes from alumni, and the 
number keeps increasing. Alumni giving in 2007 is 16.5% higher than it was in 2005. 
Alumni giving accounts for between 25.6% to 30.0% of voluntary support of higher 
education from 2005-2009
11
.  
 
Tradition of state-sponsored education in China. 
Chinese universities have been traditionally sponsored by government. People are 
accustomed to treating education as a pure public good, a responsibility of the 
government and supported by public finance (Lao, 2009). Private giving has a very short 
history in China. In the first 85 years of PKU (1898-1984), there are only two instances 
of private giving. Both of them were the result of studying abroad. One gift was 
contributed by Mr. Mu Ou-Chu, a famous Chinese industrialist and a forerunner of 
                                                 
11 Council for Aid to Education, alumni giving as a percentage of total voluntary support of higher education is 27.7% 
in 2005, 30.0% in 2006, 27.8% in 2007, 27.5% in 2008, 25.6% in 2009. www.cae.org.  
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scientific management of enterprises in China. Mu left China for America in 1909 and 
studied the science of agriculture at the University of Illinois and Texas A&M University. 
After obtaining a M.A. degree in the summer of 1914, he returned to China that year and 
founded cotton mills and factories. In the early 1920s, Mu donated a large amount of 
money to support talented students of PKU to study in the United States and Europe. 
Over 20 students benefited from Mu’s donation. Later, 10 of them set up a scholarship in 
honor of Mr. Mu in 1937, which became the second instance of private giving in PKU.  
 
Beginning of private giving to higher education in China. 
Since late 1980s, along with the reforms of Chinese government, non-profit 
organizations started to appear in China and private giving gradually emerged. Statistics 
from the Ministry of Civil Affairs suggested that, as of June 30, 2008, there were 386,400 
non-government organizations registered in China (Yu, 2008). Charitable donations 
reached 107 billion RMB in 2008 and the number of volunteers increased by 14,720,000 
(China Philanthropy Report 2008). The year 2008 was a special year and over 70% of 
donations were for disaster relief, even though giving to higher education also constitutes 
an important part.  
PKU also began to make efforts to cultivate alumni’s emotional attachment to their 
alma mater. The past several years have witnessed gradual increases in alumni giving in 
both size and amount. Particularly in 2008, two major gifts from alumni greatly 
contributed to the growth of total donations to PKU. An alumnus donated RMB 100 
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million worth of real estate to the University as a present for the 110th anniversary of his 
alma mater. So far, this donation is the largest single gift from PKU alumni. It also 
indicates that some entrepreneurs in China have started to explore their own ways of 
philanthropy, and they value their contribution to their alma maters.  
 
Legal Institutions 
American legal system for philanthropy. 
The United States is distinctive in the degree to which it subsidizes the nonprofit 
sector through its tax system. As Clotfelter (1985) said, American provisions for the 
deductibility of charitable gifts, in addition to the tax exemptions accorded to nonprofit 
institutions, are unparalleled in scope. In an overview of the tax policy for the nonprofit 
sector, Clotfelter asserted that there are two cornerstones underlying U.S. tax policy 
toward charitable activity: 1) the deductions for contributions allowed in major federal 
taxes, namely, the personal income tax, the corporate tax, and 2) the estate tax, and the 
tax-exempt status generally accorded nonprofit institutions.  
There are four sets of provisions directly affecting charitable contributions (Clotfelter, 
1985). First, the size of individual giving suggests that the charitable deduction in the 
personal income tax is of preeminent importance. Individual donations could enjoy a 
deduction as high as 50% of his or her taxable income. (IRS Publication 526, Charitable 
Introduction for Return 2007) Second, charitable bequests made as part of the disposition 
of estates are deductible without limit in calculating the federal estate tax. Inheritance tax 
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is charged on taxable inheritance and the greater the inheritance, the higher the tax rate, 
with the maximum reaching 55%. The high inheritance tax rate encourages people to be 
actively involved in charitable giving. Individuals wealthy enough to be subject to the 
estate tax may choose between making deductible contributions during their life or 
deductible charitable bequests at death. Third, contributions made by corporations are 
deductible up to a limit in calculating the corporate income tax. For a company donating 
to nonprofit organizations recognized by the IRS, it is entitled to a tax deduction as high 
as 10% of its payable tax (IRS 170 (b) (2)).  
In addition to these provisions, the tax law allows individuals to establish foundations 
or charitable trusts and gifts made to them to be tax deductible. Further, the tax-exempt 
status accorded to eligible nonprofit organizations impact charitable contributions in an 
indirect yet significant way. Generally, nonprofit organizations are exempt from income 
taxation and property taxation. The structure and performance of the nonprofit sector are 
influenced by the whole landscape of relevant laws and regulations and this in turn may 
affect the level of private charitable contributions.  
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 made an important distinction between public charities 
and private foundations. Under the act, gifts to public charities under section 501 (c) (3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code, are fully tax deductible; and to qualify as a public charity. 
They must meet the public support test and prove that in any given four-year period, 
public support equals or exceeds one-third of total eligible support (Fishman & Schwarz, 
2006, 541). University foundations are among public-serving organizations classified 
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under section 501(c) (3) of the IRS code, which means that the IUF needs to raise money 
from the public to pass the test.  
Many laws including the Uniform Common Trust Fund Act 1938, the Revised Model 
Nonprofit Corporations Act 1987, and the Charitable Giving Law set provisions 
concerning foundations. These laws and regulations provide the legal basis and 
safeguards for charitable giving and help promote the standardization of charitable giving 
for higher education. There are specified and detailed provisions on rights and obligations 
of donors and university foundations. Foundations must effectively manage and operate 
funds under strict legal supervision. High transparency and effectiveness have won them 
public trust, which in turn creates favorable public opinion for more donations.  
 
New Chinese legal regulations for philanthropy.  
Foundations in China are rather newly emerging entities and relevant legal 
institutions are still in the process of being established. The laws and regulations 
regarding the administration of foundations in China basically started from zero and have 
been amended and improved with the development and practices of public welfare in 
society. 
Promulgated by the State Council in 1988, Measures on the Administration of 
Foundations was the first administrative regulation of its kind. It played an important role 
in regulating the behaviors of foundations and promoting the healthy development of 
foundations in China. The State Council enacted Regulation on the Administration of 
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Foundations in 1999, providing that the Ministry of Civil Affairs would be responsible 
for the registration and administration of foundations. In 2004, a new Regulation on the 
Administration of Foundations was promulgated, setting clear favorable tax provisions 
and strengthening tax support and supervision intensity. These regulations have been 
formulated for the purpose of regulating organizations and activities of foundations, 
maintaining legitimate rights and interests of foundations, donors and beneficiaries, as 
well as fostering the participation in the public good by various social forces (Regulations, 
2006). A foundation was clearly defined as “non-profit legal persons incorporated for the 
purpose of doing public good, with the use of properties donated by natural persons, legal 
persons or other organizations in compliance with these regulations”, stressing the 
“public benefit” nature of foundations (Regulations, 2006). By the end of 2007, the 
number of foundations had reached 1,369. Among them, 900 were public collecting 
foundations and 469 were non-public collecting foundations. According to China’s 
Regulation of Foundations (2004), only the former can raise money in public, while the 
latter can only raise funds through private channels.  
To further encourage charitable giving, the Chinese government enacted two laws in 
2008, Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China and Individual 
Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China, granting a tax deduction to those who 
contribute to qualifying nonprofits and governments. In addition, the Ministry of Finance 
released the Notice of the Ministry of Finance and the State Administration on Issues 
about Pre-tax Deduction of Charitable Contributions on December 31, 2008, setting 
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forth clear provisions on the amount of tax deduction for charitable contributions. 
Different from America, tax deductions are not only granted to charitable contributions to 
nonprofit organizations but also to those made to governments at county and above levels. 
The maximum tax deduction is 12% of the annual profits for corporation donation, and 
30% for individual donation (Department of Policy and Legal Affairs, Guide, 2009).  
To offer tax deductions for charitable contributions, nonprofit organizations are 
certified by the Ministry of Civil Affairs as AAA or above. Four criteria are used to 
assess foundations, including organization structure, program design and efficiency, 
social impact and financial situation. In the end of 2008, the Ministry of Civil Affairs 
assessed 69 out of the 107 foundations registered, and awarded 38 the AAA status. Only 
three out of the 38 were university foundations, including PKUEF. These qualifying 
foundations could apply for tax deduction status. If an organization fails to pass an annual 
review of AAA certification in the recent assessment, it will be deprived of the tax 
deduction status.  
 
Economic Development 
America, an industrialized power. 
“In order to give money away, you first have to have it.” (Business of Giving, 2006). 
The level of economic development affects the growth of the non-profit sector and 
people’s giving capacity. Many writers have emphasized the effects of economic 
organizations’ asserting that the greater, and the earlier, the industrialization of a society, 
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the greater the voluntary association activity, e.g. Almond & Verba (1963), Lipset (1994), 
Smith (1972), and Curtis, Baer & Grabb (2001).  
The United States and China vary in the overall level of GDP and their respective 
wealth structures.  Industrialization and urbanization took place much earlier in the 
United States and contributed to the accumulation of wealth and a large middle class 
much earlier than in China. As Lipset (1994) noted, economic development contributes to 
the establishment of a sizeable middle class “that can stand up against the state and 
provide the resources for independent groups”. The resources available to the average 
citizen in industrialized societies like America include greater material affluence as well 
as more time and training, thus facilitating high levels of community group activity. 
Common citizens in the United States not only have the habit of giving but also have the 
capacity to give, contributing to the stable growth of giving in the United States. 
According to an annual survey, the percentage of GDP that giving takes up from 
1966-2006 is relatively steady, around 2%, with the lowest 1.7% and highest 2.3% 
(Giving USA 2007). The percentage of disposable personal income that individual giving 
takes from 1966-2006 is mostly over 2%, with the lowest 1.8% and highest 2.4% (Giving 
USA 2007).  
In the twentieth century, the United States became the strongest industrial country in 
the world. During the Second Industrial Revolution and westward movement in the 
middle of nineteenth century, a large number of private land owners and entrepreneurs 
reaped enormous wealth. The social structure of the United States went through great 
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changes and urbanization, and industrialization was completed. In 1894, industrial output 
value of the United States reached US $9.498 billion, ranking first in the world (Chen 
Zhiwu, 2006). In 1900, America’s per capita GDP reached $4,096. Before the Great 
Depression in 1929, per capita GDP reached $6,000. American society became 
moderately prosperous in all aspects.  
The number of millionaires in the United States catapulted from around one hundred 
in the late 1870s to more than forty thousand by 1916. By the start of the 1890s, the New 
York Tribune figured the number of persons in the millionaire class at 4,047 (Bremner, 
2
nd
 Edition, 103).  The size of some fortunes that the post-war industrial boom had 
created was also remarkable (Friedman & McGarvie, 2003, 218). It can be seen from the 
United States Philanthropist List that the wealthiest play a major part in philanthropy. 
Modern corporate giving programs originated in the early decades of the twentieth 
century in America. This industrial boom was also accompanied by the appearances of 
many philanthropists like Carnegie and Rockefeller. 
Nowadays, giving away money has become a fashionable but also ordinary thing 
among the rich and famous (Business of Giving, 2006). The new super wealthy further 
moved philanthropy to a new era. Bill Gates, the richest person of the world, is not only a 
technology giant, but also a top philanthropist. He quit his position as CEO for Microsoft 
and moved full time to direct the Gates Foundation, the largest charitable fund in the 
United States. Warren Buffett, who has long said that his wealth would go to 
philanthropy, has pledged to gradually give 85% of his Berkshire stock to five 
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foundations. A dominant five-sixths of the shares will go to the Gates Foundation. The 
next generation of technology leaders, represented by the founders of eBay and Google, 
are already embracing the same ethos and each of them is putting billions to work to 
“make the world a better place”. The new enthusiasm for philanthropists is acknowledged 
in large part as a consequence of the rapid wealth creation of recent years (Business of 
Giving, 2006). 
Table 5. Statistics of Per Capita GDP of the United States and China 1820- 2007 
materials (Dai, 2006) 
Year Per Capita GDP the 
U.S. (US $) 
Per Capita GDP 
China (US $) 
% of the U.S.’s 
GDP in the 
World % 
% of China’s GDP 
in the World % 
1820 1,260 600   
1870 3,340  0.9%  
1900 4,096  23.6% 6% 
1929 6,000    
1945 1,720 230 56% 4% 
1952 10,645 537   
1980 27,956   65   
1995 23,377 615   
2000 33,330 856   
2005 37,610 1,700 30%  
2007 45,594 2,460 25.3% 5.9% 
Source: Paul Bairoch, International Industrialization Levels from 1750 to 1980 
 
The growing newly wealthy in fast-developing economy in China.  
China has enjoyed a rapid and sustained economic development over the past three 
decades. Its Total GDP grew from RMB 364.52 billion in 1978 to RMB 24.66 trillion in 
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2007, with an average annual growth rate of nearly 10% (Wang, 2008). As shown in 
Table 4, per capita GDP of China grew from $65 in 1980 to $2,460 in 2007.  
However, common Chinese people do not control many assets. Due to the reforms in 
the social distribution system (and the social security system is not fully completed), the 
income distribution gap between the rich and the poor in China is increasing and the gap 
between the urban and rural areas keeps widening. The past decade has witnessed an 
ever-expanding newly wealthy class in China.  
When the first China Rich List created by Rupert Hoogewerf, a young Englishman, 
was published in 1999, there were just 50 business people on the list who met the 
minimal requirement of RMB 50 million (US$ 60 million, using the 1999 USD/RMB 
exchange rate) and the richest owned $1.9 billion in assets. On the 2008 Rich List, the 
individual threshold rose to RMB 1 billion (US$ 147 million, using the 2008 USD/RMB 
exchange rate) and 1,000 people were listed. The average age of entrepreneurs listed was 
50 and the average age of 94 wealthy people was below 40, 15 years younger than their 
American or European counterparts. Nearly all of them were first-generation-wealth, who 
started from nothing (Hoogewerf & Zhang, 2008).  
A survey over 1,500 wealthy people on China’s Rich List 1999-2008 shows that 30% 
of them received higher education from over 140 colleges and universities in China. PKU 
ranks first nationally in the number of such graduates. There are 35 millionaires and 
billionaires who graduated from PKU. Famous PKU alumni, including Robin Li, founder, 
Chairman and CEO of Baidu, Inc. and Yu Minhong, founder and President of New 
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Oriental Education & Technology Group, have started to donate resources to PKU and 
set up alumni funds to support scholarships and other student programs. They 
demonstrate their social responsibility by contributing to public welfare. 
The current level of economic development of China is about the same as that of the 
America at the beginning of the twentieth century. The size of newly wealthy individuals 
is small and most of them remain at the early stages of the accumulation of capital. They 
are still concerned about the risks of the market and assets and still preoccupied with 
creating wealth instead of distributing wealth. The enactment of the Real Right Law in 
2008 marked the beginning of legal protection of private assets in China. Under the 
influence of the elite philanthropists in America, some newly wealthy in China began to 
participate in and even lead philanthropic efforts. Philanthropy in China is bound to 
experience a phase of small-scale participation in which elites act as the main body. With 
the growth of moderately prosperous middle class, more individuals will manifest their 
personal participation and influence in social reforms by donating to areas like education, 
environmental protection, and medical care.  
 
Summary 
A rich cultural tradition and a well-developed civil society provide a favorable 
environment for the development of university foundations in America. The growth of 
IUF is deeply rooted in the American culture, values, tradition and social structure. There 
are elites leading philanthropic efforts. The economic development supports the growth 
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of philanthropy. Moreover, tax policy provides incentives to charitable giving and helps 
regulate philanthropic behaviors. The study of IUF helps us understand the pivotal role of 
the private sector to universities in America. The growth of university foundations 
reflects the cooperative and complementary relationship among the market place, 
government, and individuals. Each part plays an important, yet different role in 
promoting social progress. 
The development of PKUEF is largely attributed to the social and economic 
transformation brought by Reform and Opening-up and the trend of globalization. The 
construction of laws and regulations concerning charitable giving are still at a preliminary 
state in China. PKUEF mirrors the overall situation in China where there is no tradition 
of charitable giving and few non-profit organizations based on individual activities. With 
the gradual opening of society and economic development of China, the growing new 
generation of entrepreneurs and young alumni will play an increasingly important part in 
enhancing university development.  
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Chapter Four: Future Development 
After viewing their differences and the reasons, we might ask a critical question: 
what can PKUEF, a Chinese university foundation, learn from its American counterpart? 
And how will PKUEF attract greater support from alumni, friends, and the diaspora of 
overseas Chinese elites so as to develop into a more mature organization to better serve 
the development of the University?  
 
Civil Society Appeared in China 
It is meaningful to conduct a comparative study on the growth and development of 
the two university foundations and an investigation into their different social contexts, 
cultural backgrounds and institutional developments. This study of IUF demonstrates the 
highly mature and institutionalized civil society in America, ensuring the healthy 
operation of foundations. And the study of PKUEF helps us observe and understand the 
basic situation of the development of civil society in China. 
 
Evaluation of civil society in China. 
As stated by Li, Jingpeng in the preface of Gao & Yuan (2008), the growth of civil 
society is intertwined with the freedom of expression and freedom of speech and 
fundamentally the development of democracy. There are many definitions for civil 
society. Civil society is a realistic society that naturally grows within the context of a 
market economy. Theoretically, it represents a particular relationship between a country 
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and its people, i.e. a country recognizes equal citizenship of every individual and 
guarantees citizen freedom and political rights through a constitution and law. Citizens 
fulfill their rights and obligations. And all these are accomplished through an institutional 
means, which is democracy and rule of law.  
The development of civil society in China is primarily attributed to the Reform and 
Opening-up. According to Yu Keping (2008), one of the most important changes brought 
by the Reform and Opening-up is the rapid development of a relatively independent civil 
society, which has exerted profound influence on social and economic development and 
political democracy in China. Meanwhile, as Yu pointed out, civil society in which 
private organizations function as the main body, is still in its preliminary stage. The 
development of China’s market economy is a victory for civil society.  
Private economy resulted in the emergence of a newly wealthy class, which provides 
the soil for civil society development. Individuals are free to choose their lifestyle and 
cultural preferences leading to pluralistic values. The free and independent will and 
autonomy spontaneously accumulated for a long time in life have become a giant force 
which is driving the market economy, deconstructs the unitary culture of totalitarianism, 
shapes cultural diversity and reduces citizens’ dependence on government (Li, 2008). The 
role of the private sector was recognized by Wang Ming, Director of NPO Research 
Center at Tsinghua University (Wang, 2009). He pointed out that the sector enjoys 
certain public space and becomes an important force in improving public governance and 
offering public service. Wang further proposed three paths for future development of 
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civil society in China. The first type refers to the development dominated by political 
elites through authority; the second is led by intellectual elites who advocate democracy; 
and the third is led by economic elites through wealth. The three forces are the main 
drivers and builders in developing a civil society with political democracy, economic 
prosperity, social harmony, cultural vitality and highly developed public welfare in 
China.  
The development of PKUEF exactly followed the model described by Wang Ming. 
Intellectual elites are the dominating and primary force. Both the chairman of PKUEF 
and the president of PKU earned Ph.D. degrees from American universities. As 
“academic” senior administrators with international educational backgrounds, they are 
equipped with a vision for higher education development and a deep understanding of the 
function and role of university foundations. PKU scholars have long embraced the 
tradition of being liberal-minded and have a strong sense of democracy and autonomy. 
Administrators, faculty, students and alumni are intellectual elites enthusiastic about 
enhancing education, and they actively participate in advocating cultural tradition 
represented by a democratic spirit.  
 
Prospect of civil society in China  
The massive Sichuan earthquake in May, 2008 aroused the Chinese people’s 
enthusiasm for participating in philanthropy as evidenced by the surge both in the amount 
of charitable contributions and the size of volunteers in China. Giving from individual 
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citizens on mainland China reached RMB 45.8 billion, accounting for 54% of the total 
RMB 86.12 billion contributions in money from domestic and abroad to China in 2008.  
Plus the donations of goods, the total contributions reached RMB 107 billion, 0.365% of 
total GDP. The average donation per person is RMB 34.66. The size of volunteers has 
increased to nearly 100 million, an increase of 14.72 million in 2008 (Department of 
Policy and Legal Regulations, Selected Reading, 2009). The public expected enterprisers 
to shoulder social responsibility while pursuing market interests as evidenced by media 
publicity and the high participation rate of enterprisers in contributing to earthquake relief. 
Responsible economic elites will become an active force for the growth of civil society 
and elite philanthropic culture in China. The proportion of gifts from domestic enterprises, 
particularly private entrepreneurs, in total private giving to PKUEF will gradually 
increase. More and more individuals will engage in public welfare. Both public and 
non-public collecting foundations have experienced a rapid growth over the past five 
years. According to China Private Foundation Report 2008
12
, the number of non-public 
collecting foundations registered with local governments has risen from 183 in 2005 to 
604 in 2008. Most of the foundations are founded by entrepreneurs, whose experiences in 
the market also foster the independence of the individual will and excellent management 
ability. With the accumulation of wealth and the growth of private rights, these economic 
elites will become the backbone of China’s civil society and its biggest philanthropists. 
Yet it is hard to say who will become the “Chinese Carnegie”. 
                                                 
12
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Further, civil society development in China is, in part, a consequence of globalization. 
First, from the economic perspective, globalization allows money, goods, and people to 
flow across the boundaries of the international political system. Second, from the social 
perspective, globalization introduces different cultures across country borders, leading to 
changes of lifestyle. People start to question old ways and accept new ideas. With 
accelerated migration and movement of people, and with the ease of travel and 
communication, the world becomes smaller and smaller. Globalization increases 
exchanges and collaborations among higher education institutions and allows Chinese 
university foundations to draw from the rich experience, classic practices, and brand 
programs of their counterparts elsewhere. It also spreads professional knowledge and 
management methods of nonprofits and civil society.   
In a nutshell, China’s reform in economic and other social fields allows more freedom 
for the development of the private sector. With development of a market economy and 
social pluralism, citizens will become more enthusiastic and have more opportunities to 
participate in economic, social and political processes. All these combined will lay a solid 
cultural foundation for the development of civil society in China. For sure, the future 
development of civil society in China will not progress smoothly. Rather, it is bound to 
meet setbacks and difficulties. Nonetheless, “it is absolutely certain that civil society in 
China will continue to move forward, develop and mature” (Li, 2008). The development 
of civil society in China envisioned by scholars will definitely be reflected in the 
development of university foundations. 
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Advocate Giving for Higher Education 
Who will pay for higher education’s costs? Education is for the public benefit, not 
only government’s responsibility. The proportion of educational appropriations from 
government in total GDP government appropriations could hardly satisfy the emergent 
needs of higher education today. For a long time, the proportion of government input in 
education had remained insufficient and far below the target education expense of 4% of 
the GDP.
13
 In 2008, the proportion reached 3.48%, higher than the previous year of 
3.22%, but still far below the 4% target. Fund diversification is a necessary and inevitable 
trend, and private giving will play an increasingly important role in supporting higher 
education. To accomplish this, a reform of the Chinese higher educational system is 
needed to increase information transparency of universities to the public.  
 
Reform of Chinese education system. 
To motivate people to participate in private giving, we need to first reform the 
Chinese higher educational system to let people recognize that education belongs to the 
public and everyone should contribute to it. With government reform moving forward, 
the reform in the educational system has become a hotspot issue for the public. The 
mainstream public opinion demands that educational institutions should not be controlled 
as public institutions by government, and education is for the public benefit. With 
multiple social economies in the market economy it is an inevitable trend to restore 
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autonomy and vitality to schools, enhance the quality and efficiency of education, and 
increase the diversity of education. Some scholars maintain that higher education in 
China should pursue a new development road. Today, it is impossible for any 
government to be the sole sponsor of the expensive higher education system. A new 
relation between government and universities has to be constructed. The core part of 
Chinese education system reform is to change the administrative nature of education.  
Two steps are essential to achieve this change. The first is to build a new university 
appropriation mechanism. In this proposition, appropriations will not be directly made by 
administrative departments of education. Instead, an intermediary organization like a 
universities appropriation committee will conduct performance assessment, review the 
budgets of universities and approve appropriation plans. The second is to change the 
selection mechanism of university presidents. Instead of being appointed by the higher 
level department like other government officials, university presidents will be selected by 
a special committee from society and report to the Ministry of Education for approval 
(Yang, 2009). Throughout the world, reforms in higher education are characterized by the 
release of government control and granting autonomy to the university. The essence is to 
maximize autonomy of universities, enable educators to sponsor education and increase 
vitality, quality and diversity of universities to meet various educational demands. 
In addition, university foundations of China are currently categorized as non-public 
foundations, which restrict them from raising funds from the public. In foreseeable future, 
the category of university foundations will be changed to public foundations and thus 
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would allow university foundations to raise funds from the public. Attracting social 
resources to education also conforms to China’s big picture of building a scientific and 
innovative university that is beneficial to civil society growth in China.  
 
The necessity for information transparency of higher education. 
Information transparency is necessary to inform the public of the development and 
financial needs of universities and therefore provide support to universities via various 
channels. For a long time, people in China have had a very limited knowledge about the 
development and financial needs of universities and the public is unaware of the pressure 
and difficulties faced by universities. 
One of the unknown facts is that the ever-widening gap between rich and poor has 
imposed great pressure on the universities to provide financial assistance to students from 
low-income families. Even though government has increased its financial investment in 
universities by setting up need-based scholarships for students from low income families, 
the scholarship can only cover 25% of the tuition, boarding fees, and living expenses of a 
financially-disadvantaged student. Private giving from society is crucial to help 
universities address financial difficulties and help students from low income families. 
Another unknown fact is that the expansion of enrolled students and campus 
buildings has also led to serious financial shortages in Chinese universities. Most 
universities resorted to bank loans to solve the emergency. A survey released by the 
Standing Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) 
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in 2007 revealed a striking fact that loans of colleges and universities in China reached 
RMB 250 billion and some colleges and universities were at high financial risk. 
 
Jilin University case-triggering information disclosure of higher education. 
On March 19
th
, 2007, Jilin University published a notice on its campus website, 
calling a meeting to collect suggestions to address financial difficulties of the university. 
The notice said that loans of the university reached RMB 3 billion and interest expense 
cost RMB 150 million to 170 million each year. Annual operating cost of the university 
was 1.8-2.0 billion, and faculty and staff salaries cost RMB 600 million. The Ministry of 
Education made an appropriation of RMB 700 million. Plus tuitions, the total revenues of 
the university stood at RMB 1 billion, 50% short of its normal financial requirements 
(Chinese-Style Debt 2007). This notice from Jilin University revealed the critical 
financial situation of Chinese universities to the public and made people recognize the 
positive role of university foundations from another perspective. Private giving from 
society is crucial to help universities address financial difficulties. 
 
Government’s matching fund to promote giving to higher education. 
Faced with the increasing financial deficit in higher education, Members of CPPCC 
discussed this issue and agreed that there were only three ways out: government 
appropriations, university revenues and private giving from the society (Lu, 2008). It is 
commonly held that educational costs of higher education should be covered by 
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government appropriation, tuition and private giving. As government appropriation and 
tuition are not determined by universities, private giving is an important source of 
educational funds.  
The role of government cannot be undervalued in promoting private giving. During 
disasters, central and local governments made a lot of efforts in calling on donations, 
greatly driving people’s motivation to donate. To encourage private giving to higher 
education, a joint statement by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Finance was 
released in October, 2009, providing funds to match gifts to higher education institutions. 
Colleges and universities could report gifts, (single gift reaching RMB 100,000) received 
in 2008 and apply for matching funds. These funds will be used as unrestricted 
appropriation to universities. Seventy-six colleges and universities made applications 
totaling RMB 1.7 billion. Finally, six universities got the match at different ratios with 
those in developed regions matched 1: 0.45 and those in developing regions 1:1. Setting 
up a matching program is a positive response and an effective means to leverage 
government funds, encourage universities to raise funds, and attract social resources to 
education to optimize resource distribution. This program is of historical significance in 
the development of university foundations. 
 Government reforms continue to address the autonomy of universities. With the 
appealing from more and more university foundations, it is foreseeable that in near future 
administrative departments of government will change the category of university 
foundations from non-public collecting foundations to public collecting foundations, 
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allowing university foundations to raise funds from the public.  Attracting social 
resources to education conforms to the national strategy of building a scientific and 
innovative university, and is beneficial for civil society growth in China.  
 
Professionalization of Fundraising in Higher Education 
All materials about Chinese university foundations and the China Philanthropy List 
indicated that charitable giving is growing in China. However, what’s not occurring is a 
corresponding growth in education and training of practitioners in the field. Efforts 
should be made to improve both the internal mechanisms and external environments of 
university foundations to facilitate professionalization of fundraising. The profession 
needs a new perspective, and new ideas for philanthropy to flourish in the future.  
 
Internal improvement. 
PKUEF has been following the example of American counterparts, getting inspiration 
from learning, adopting practices and drawing from experience. The Foundation’s 
internal fundraising operations could be further improved including building a 
well-trained professional team through research and training, and constructing the 
mechanism to work with colleges and departments of the university. The foundation 
would be focused on providing guiding opinions and knowledge of program management, 
promoting exchanges among fundraisers in academic units and, more importantly, 
motivating deans and chancellors, who are the core figures of schools.  
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A more reasonable board structure has to be developed and responsibilities of 
directors have to be further clarified to promote effective governance. The board of a 
charitable organization should include members with diverse backgrounds (including but 
not limited to, ethnic, racial and gender perspectives), experience, and organizational and 
financial skills necessary to ensure legal compliance and to advance the mission of the 
organization. PKUEF could trust endowment investment with a more professional team 
to increase its market value. Mature fundraising practices like campaigns could be a 
strong engine for achieving development goals of universities.  
The alumni association can be a strong partner in fundraising through maintaining 
lifetime relations with alumni. PKUAA has to enlarge the base of alumni contacted, 
provide services and programs tailored to the interests of alumni, and win their loyalty. 
To cultivate alumni loyalty and promote alumni giving is a task for universities in the 
long term. An alumni association with wide support and participation will become an 
important basis to ensure sustainable development of foundations in the long term.  
 
External improvement. 
Chinese university foundations are trying to create a better external environment. 
University foundations enjoy unique advantages in competing for social resources with 
other foundations as they are aimed at educating talented youth for society, on the 
forefront of science and technology. The newly established university foundations share 
common features and the most prominent one is being related to a university. To promote 
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exchanges, learning and discussions, based on a joint proposal of several university 
foundations, the first Seminar on China’s University Foundations was held in 1998. Since 
then, every year one university is responsible for sponsoring the Seminar, centered on 
common concerns of university foundations such as organizational structure, strategies 
and methods in fundraising, program management and endowment investment, 
professionalization of staff, and policy support. The Seminar helps foundations at 
different stages address issues, providing preliminary exploration and research and 
focusing on exchanges of practice and techniques. In the long run, an alliance of 
nonprofit organizations of the same field will provide a good platform for advancing 
university foundations to a more scientific, standard, competent with those at the 
professional and international level. It will become an independent and influential force 
through cooperation with government and open up a regular channel to dialogue and 
communicate with government.  
A complementary research and education platform is also essential to the overall 
development of philanthropy in China. Founded in 2005, Peking University’s Center for 
Civil Society Studies (PKU-CCSS) is a research institute sponsored by a Chinese 
university on philanthropy, integrating research, education and training. CCSS conducts 
multidisciplinary academic research from various perspectives including sociology, 
government and politics. The Center conducts research on philanthropic development 
within the context of government reform as well as building, developing and supervising 
nonprofit organizations, representing pioneering efforts in China. 
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The institute actively cooperates with other world leading institutions. In 2008 IU 
Center on Philanthropy (IUCP) and PKU-CCSS made a collaboration aimed advancing 
the capacity of both centers as the leading intellectual bases for civil society development 
in China and globally through a long-term agreement. IUCP helps develop executive 
education workshops for Chinese nonprofit organization leaders and philanthropists, such 
as advanced workshops in partnership with PKU-CCSS and Sun Culture Foundation in 
China, and also supports relevant policy making and system building in China so as to 
enhance awareness of and advocacy of philanthropic culture. Besides, PKU-CCSS works 
with Harvard University to set up a joint program, China Nonprofit Organization 
Capacity Building Program Sector, to provide training. Li Jingpeng, Dean of CCSS 
remarked, “We not only need to participate in all kinds of practices of civil society. More 
importantly, we have responsibility to provide soul to civil society through our academic 
research.” (Li, Jingpeng, 2008, Blue Book on Civil Society Development in China). 
A national information platform is essential to foster philanthropic habit in the whole 
society and promote philanthropy among the elite. This platform would be similar to the 
chronicle of philanthropy, functioning as the top information source for charity leaders, 
foundation executives, fund raisers, and other people involved in philanthropy. Giving 
USA has estimated the giving of philanthropy and the charitable receipts in each year for 
over 40 years. China also needs a platform to record social progress and develop a 
respected, credible and independent organization to evaluate the capacity and 
organizational effectiveness of NGOs and NPOs, so as to enhance autonomy and 
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self-governance of nonprofits and improve public awareness of philanthropy. Highly 
professional foundations will become an intellectual and organizational force for driving 
charitable contributions and volunteering service, further motivating vitality and 
creativity of private organizations and fostering a highly developed civil society in China. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
The Indiana University Foundation and the Peking University Education Foundation 
are quite representative of American and Chinese university foundations. The Indiana 
University is a representative model of American public university and the Peking 
University is a typical state-sponsored university in China. A comparative study of the 
two university foundations is intended to render better understanding of the current 
situation of university foundations in the two countries. The young yet promising 
university foundations in China could learn from the long-established tradition and rich 
experience of their American counterparts.    
Philanthropy is old and traditional in the United States. IUF has a long history of 
over 70 years. Particularly in the past two decades the development of IUF gained 
momentum and resulted in a high-level of professionalization. The growth of IUF is a 
natural product of American society, rooted in the local culture, and history, a 
long-established tradition of association, volunteerism and giving. The development of 
elite foundations over a long time has laid a solid wealth foundation for the development 
of university foundations in America. Broad participation from over ten thousand donors 
at IUF reflects American people’s understanding of civil society, i.e. citizens are free to 
choose and participate in addressing public issues for public interests. Education is 
regarded as a public area and giving to education embodies citizens’ ideal of creating a 
better society through personal efforts. The fundamental element underlying the broad 
public participation is the spirit of democracy.  
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PKUEF represents the young university foundations in China and reflects their 
attempts, efforts and achievements over the past decade since they first emerged in China. 
Under the influence of international philanthropy, PKU has served as a window for 
global Chinese to observe and support the development and progress of China. University 
foundations in China have made much progress within such a short period. Nevertheless, 
it is important to note that university foundations in China are imported goods in essence. 
Their organizational structure, major programs, and investment operations were adopted 
as a result of learning from American counterparts. They are characterized by a small 
donor base, limited alumni and voluntary participation, which are attributed to its culture, 
highly centralized political system, and top-down organizational model.  
As a hub for international exchanges in China, PKU has become a base for 
educating young generations and a cradle of research and development of innovative 
technologies in China. PKUEF will inevitably display international attributes, such as 
relying on overseas Chinese as its major resource and increasing international exchange 
programs promoting mutual understanding among various cultures. Government has been 
reducing its role in sponsoring education, giving play to colleges and universities and 
contributing to revenue diversification and fundraising of universities.  
The nonprofit sector in China is at an unprecedented historical moment. Under the 
trend of globalization and Reform and Opening-up as well as American philanthropy, the 
elite class is growing. Designing revisions of laws and regulations is under way. 
Awareness of private rights brought by social reforms lays the foundation for civil 
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society. With the outburst of public philanthropic awareness and actions unleashed by the 
2008 earthquake and the Olympic Games and government reforms, the year of 2008 is 
deemed as “the First Year of Philanthropic China” (Nonprofits in China, n.d.). While 
continuing to learn from American counterparts, PKUEF will pursue a development road 
of Chinese-style university foundations tailored to the local conditions. Practices of 
university foundations will greatly promote civil society development in China. 
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